DESIGNED TO ORGANISE
YOUR
FLEXIBLE WORK SPACE
INNOVATE • LIBERATE • MOTIVATE

INNOVATE
Hotbox HB-One was launched in 2004
after 2 years of research and development
and has achieved success globally,
where it still sets the standard for secure
portable and flexible personal storage.
As the awareness, appeal and benefits
of agile working continue to grow and
evolve so too, do the demands for the
Worktools we need to work comfortably
and efficiently within the workplace.

“Our customers told us the way they
wanted to work was changing and the
tools they used at the workplace had
changed, too. They needed a more
flexible, fun and personable Hotbox that
would also work with them as an on desk
organiser, wherever they decided to work.
This would make it easier and quicker to
set up for working and very importantly,
feel comfortable and organised in an
unfamiliar space.” Says Jamie Rothwell
the inventor of Hotbox

In 2014 Hotbox HB-two was launched
to meet and exceed these demands.
Developed in partnership with Rachel
Forster, Hotbox HB-two extends the
Hotbox family and offers users a fully
adaptable and personable worktool
for the agile workplace.

Hotbox Storage is the
pioneering and unique
agile worktool designed to
solve the issues of personal
storage and organisation in
an agile workplace.
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AGILE WORKING. ACHEIVE IT

EMBRACE IT

Be Organised: If you’re working in different locations, you’ll need to be

more organised. To carry documents and resources with you, file as much as
you can electronically. Dump the junk and get rid of all unnecessary clutter. Use
hotboxes, laptop bags or rucksacks to make what you do need, easier to carry.

Be Productive: It’s very easy when working on your own to spend the day

doing non-critical ‘stuff’ that makes you feel busy. To avoid this, make a list of what
you need to do each morning, prioritise it and select the most important tasks to do
first. Only tackle the other items when these are finished.

Be Equipped: Making proper use of the right equipment will maximize your

ability to work flexibly. Understand what hardware and software your organisation is
using and attend any training offered. Learn how to access your files remotely, and
keep in touch with your team using communications software such as Skype for
Business or Microsoft Lync.

Be Comfortable: Wherever you are working, set up a comfortable

environment quickly so you don’t lose time. Learn how to adjust the chair, sit
square to the desk and try not to hunch, especially when using a laptop. Learn how
to use and adjust screens and keyboards. Don’t be afraid to ask your organisations
occupational health team for advice. It is important to sit comfortably.

Be Flexible: Agile working only works if colleagues are equally flexible and

considerate. Avoid “beach-towelling” a desk or work area, keep it tidy so others
can use it. Don’t book rooms for a meeting you could hold in the breakout area or
canteen. Follow this simple etiquette and there will be plenty of work areas and
rooms available when you need them.

TECHNOLOGY

TRANSPORT
PERSONALISE

Transport your
work tools easily
and safely from
your locker to
your workspace
or wherever you
want to work.

ORGANISE
Everything you
need is quickly
to hand and
ready to make
your workspace
comfortable and
organised.

Make your space
more personal
by choosing your
own HB-two
cover colour,
add a logo or
favourite
image and stick
your photos
up inside.

SPEED
Save time
setting up
and packing
away by having
everything
organised and
quickly to hand.

Carry your
technology
safely and use
the optional
tablet and smart
phone stand to
create your own
workspace.

HB-two
HB-two Bright, light and personal, HB-two is the flexible
portable storage system for all your work. Choose the
interior storage to suit your needs and finish off with a
fabric cover of your choice. Carry your laptop, tablet,
files and pens in style and individualise your space.
•	Flexible interior can store tablets, laptops, phones,
pens, files and personal items
• Soft feel handle
• Soft, curvy and flexible ABS plastic core
• Interchangeable fabric covers
•	Optional shoulder strap for easy transport
• Name tag
•	Side pull handle for easy removal from lockers
•	Removable utility pots can be used anywhere
on the work surface
• Option without cover available

Height

Depth

Width

Weight

311mm

125mm

426mm

1.8KG

Manufactured from recyclable ABS.

THE SPRING
COLOUR
COLLECTION
New for spring is an exciting
range of covers using the
fabulous Nexus fabric, by
Camira.
Nexus is a sleek and stylish technical knit,
offering a two dimensional pin prick dot
matrix effect.
With a wide range of vibrant colours,
Nexus is a perfect compliment to HB-two
and makes a great style statement.

Kiwi

Sky

Pewter

Petrol

Russian

GO-two
The new GO-two courier bag has been designed to work
in harmony with your HB-two, making it even more flexible,
practical and comfortable to use on the GO.
HB-two slides effortlessly into GO-two
and with additional flexible front and
side pockets, GO-two offers you more
storage space on the move for your power
leads, mouse and other essential travel
accessories.
GO-two gives you full access to your
HB-two either from the top on the move,
or from the front at your workspace.
This makes it quick and easy

to set up your workspace wherever
you are, so you can be ready to work in
seconds and with everything you need
easily to hand.
GO-two is the perfect travel companion
for you and your HB-two.

Hotbox Storage Ltd

Hotbox Storage

Hotbox Storage

@hotboxstorage

For sales enquiries please contact us:
Telephone: +44(0)1604 667420
Email: team@hotbox-storage.com
HOTBOX Storage Ltd
Design House, Caswell Road
Brackmills Industrial Estate
Northampton NN4 7PW UK.

www.hotbox-storage.com

